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Fed addresses tensions in repo markets 
 

Key Points 
 

 Fed: 25bp rate cut, IoER decreases by 30bp 

 Tensions in repo markets: Fed intervenes 

 Bond yields fall: Bunds trade near -0.60% 

 Inflows slow in euro IG credit, profit taking on risky assets 

 
The FOMC meeting was overshadowed by 
unexpected tensions in repo markets. The Fed 
intervened in markets by injecting overnight liquidity. 
Equities pared back advances late last week. The 
S&P500 index dropped back under the 3000 
threshold. Conflicting signals regarding the situation 
with China and US sanctions on Iran have sparked 
some buybacks. European markets in turn were 
broadly stable. Banks, automobile and resources 
underperformed erasing post-ECB gains whilst 
health care and utilities fared better than the overall 
market. 

T-note yields declined to less than 1.7% and the yield 
curve flattened out. The rapid decline in oil prices 
weighed on inflation breakevens. Ten-year Bunds 
decreased to just over -0.6% after the release of PMI 
surveys pointing to a sharp contraction in 
manufacturing in Germany. Meanwhile, Italian 
spreads widened by about 10bp. 

Credit markets traded more heavily due to the recent 
pickup in primary market activity. Weakness in 
TLTRO demand may signal increased bank bond 
supply ahead.  

Chart of the week 
 Repo rates (SOFR: secured 

overnight funding rate) have 
spiked unexpectedly early on 
last week. 

Excess demand for overnight 
funding has caused unusual 
volatility in repo market rates on 
September 17th. At the intraday 
high, repo rate reached 9% (99th 
percentile) versus a session low 
about 2.25%. The Fed stepped 
in offering $75b worth of 
overnight funding. 

Repo tensions have impacted 
unsecured Fed Funds 
transactions as the effective rate 
traded through the upper limit of 
the Fed’s target range. 
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Tensions in USD repo markets 

The 25bp Fed Funds rate cut was fully priced by 
markets even if easing was not consensus within the 
FOMC. Committee economic forecasts signal no 
notable change in growth, inflation or unemployment 
over the years to come. ‘Market guidance’ was clearly 
a factor in the Fed’s decision to lower rates. In turn 
IoER declined by 30bp to 1.80%. 

Repo markets seized up last week on the eve of the 
FOMC’s decision. Overnight funding rates peaked at 
10% on an intraday basis in this crucial market 
providing liquidity to the economy. The rate spike is a 
symptom of the changes in the functioning of money 
market since the crisis. Central Banks play a central 
role and are no longer just lenders of last resort. 
Furthermore, unsecured money markets have shrunk 
in the past few years because of QE and tighter bank 
regulation. Interbank unsecured lending cannot be a 
substitute for repo lending any more. 

Liquidity demand rose sharply early on last week. 
Corporate tax disbursements due mid-September 
induced money market fund outflows, so that funds did 
not roll repo holdings. Coupons paid out by the 
Treasury were significant around September 15th 
inducing liquidity needs for the US Treasury. Moreover, 
the bond correction after the ECB likely reflected sales 
from real money investors. Market-makers hence 
bought bonds to be financed in repo markets. All of the 
above contributed to increased funding demand and 
higher overnight repo rates. The Fed intervened to lend 
as much as $75b. The transaction has been rolled 
every day since last Wednesday. 

Fed: no more QE but a new repo facility 

The Fed will likely expand its toolkit by introducing a 
standing overnight repo facility, indeed a symmetrical 
scheme of the current reverse-repo facility which is 
used by the Fed to keep rates from falling below the 
lower end of the Fed Funds target rate. Outstanding 
reverse-repo transactions currently hover about $300b. 
The size of the operations is limited only by Fed 
holdings of securities. This is standard monetary policy 
even though the sizes of liquidity-providing and 
liquidity-withdrawing operations occurring on the same 
day are extremely large. Before the financial crisis, the 
Fed would intervene at the margin when interbank 
lending activity did not allocate bank reserves 
efficiently. Hence the Fed will likely intervene both ways 
on a daily basis in considerable sizes. Furthermore, the 
Fed may decide to cut interest on excess reserves well 
below the lower end of the Fed Funds and enlarge the 
target band to encourage interbank lending whilst 
committing to intervene at the target range boundaries. 

A new operational framework will likely be debated at 
the October meeting. 

Yields decline, profit-taking in equity 
markets 

In financial markets, the Fed’s intervention sparked 
flows into bonds especially as tensions with Iran 
emerged. The attach on Saudi Aramco production 
facilities will nevertheless not lead to a prolonged loss 
of output so that oil prices finally came down again. T-
note yields sled below 1.7% fully erasing the 
steepening move in the wake of the ECB’s decision. 

In the euro area, the drop in Bund yields (-0,58%) was 
reinforced by disappointing PMI in Germany in 
September (41.4 in manufacturing). Budget surplus will 
be put to work to support activity in Germany. Angela 
Markel indeed announced green public investments 
worth €54b over the next four years (0.4pp of GDP). 
Similarly, The Netherlands laid out a plan to spend 
0.7pp of GDP next year. Core yields did not react to the 
news possibly because bond valuations were 
‘attractive’ relative to swap rates at the time. The ECB, 
which has long called for fiscal expansion, is 
nevertheless unlikely to change current plans for 
monetary easing.  

In sovereign market space, Italy spreads increased by 
about 10bp last week. Long positioning in BTP markets 
likely hit its limit. Political risk has receded, and we 
expect spread narrowing to resume with some help 
from the ECB. Bonos were well bid after S&P’s rating 
upgrade to A. The 10-year spread stands at 73bp 
against German Bunds. In addition, low demand at the 
first TLTRO-III operation (€3b) came as a surprise to 
most market participants. Banks seem to prefer issuing 
senior bonds, which enjoy preferential regulatory 
treatment, do not require collateral and are longer 
maturities.  

Hence, credit markets have traded heavy of late. 
Spreads widened to the tune of 3bp last week to 111bp 
against Bunds. Increasing spreads reflect significant 
slowing in investment grade credit fund inflows in the 
past few weeks. As concerns high yield markets, 
spreads rose 8bp to 348bp, which likely correlates with 
profit-taking in other risky asset markets.  

Equity market have retreated early on this week. Large 
volumes on Friday in a down trading session may hint 
at further weakness ahead. Utilities outperformed in US 
equity markets whilst banks and automobiles fell back 
in European markets. Current index price dynamics 
reflect swift rotations of sectoral allocations and a lack 
of underlying support from corporate earnings growth. 
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Main Market Indicators 
 

 

  

G4 Government Bonds 23-Sep-19 -1w k (bp) -1m (bp) Ytd (bp)

EUR Bunds 2y -0.74 % -2 +15 -13

EUR Bunds 10y -0.58% -10 +9 -82

EUR Bunds 2s10s 16 bp -9 -6 -69

USD Treasuries 2y 1.65 % -11 +12 -84

USD Treasuries 10y 1.68 % -16 +15 -100

USD Treasuries 2s10s 4 bp -5 +3 -16

GBP Gilt 10y 0.55 % -14 +7 -73

JPY JGB  10y -0.21 % -5 +2 -21

€ Sovereign Spreads (10y) 23-Sep-19 -1w k (bp) -1m (bp) Ytd (bp)

France 29 bp +1 -1 -17

Italy 141 bp +9 -58 -109

Spain 73 bp -1 -8 -44

 Inflation Break-evens (10y) 23-Sep-19 -1w k (bp) -1m (bp) Ytd (bp)

EUR OATi 74 bp -6 -2 -

USD TIPS 160 bp -8 +6 -11

GBP Gilt Index-Linked 340 bp -1 +4 +23

EUR Credit Indices 23-Sep-19 -1w k (bp) -1m (bp) Ytd (bp)

EUR Corporate Credit OAS 111 bp +3 +2 -41

EUR Agencies OAS 47 bp -1 -3 -13

EUR Securitized - Covered OAS 42 bp -1 -3 -21

EUR Pan-European High Yield OAS 348 bp +8 -57 -165

EUR/USD CDS Indices 5y 23-Sep-19 -1w k (bp) -1m (bp) Ytd (bp)

iTraxx IG 55 bp +9 +3 -33

iTraxx Crossover 222 bp -22 -50 -132

CDX IG 59 bp +8 +2 -28

CDX High Yield 324 bp +8 -33 -126

Emerging Markets 23-Sep-19 -1w k (bp) -1m (bp) Ytd (bp)

JPM EMBI Global Div. Spread 333 bp +7 -37 -82

Currencies 23-Sep-19 -1w k (%) -1m (%) Ytd (%)

EUR/USD $1.099 -0.15 -1.41 -4.06

GBP/USD $1.243 -0.01 +1.3 -2.52

USD/JPY ¥107.51 +0.43 -1.97 +2

Commodity Futures 23-Sep-19 -1w k ($) -1m ($) Ytd ($)

Crude Brent $64.2 -$4.8 $5.4 $9.2

Gold $1 521.7 $18.5 -$5.2 $240.1

Equity Market Indices 23-Sep-19 -1w k (%) -1m (%) Ytd (%)

S&P 500 2 994 -0.14 5.15 19.42

EuroStoxx 50 3 537 0.53 6.08 17.84

CAC 40 5 631 0.51 5.70 19.03

Nikkei 225 22 079 1.47 6.61 10.31

Shanghai Composite 2 977 -1.77 2.75 19.37

VIX - Implied Volatility Index 15.11 3.00 -23.96 -40.56

Source: Bloomberg, Ostrum Asset Management
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Legal information 
 
This document is intended for professional clients in accordance with MIFID. It may not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was conceived and may not be copied, distributed or communicated 
to third parties, in part or in whole, without the prior written authorization of Ostrum Asset Management. 
None of the information contained in this document should be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced purely for the purposes of providing indicative information. 
This document consists of a presentation created and prepared by Ostrum Asset Management based on sources it considers to be reliable. Ostrum Asset Management reserves the right to modify the information 
presented in this document at any time without notice, and in particular anything relating to the description of the investment process, which under no circumstances constitutes a commitment from Ostrum 
Asset Management. 
Ostrum Asset Management will not be held responsible for any decision taken or not taken on the basis of the information contained in this document, nor in the use that a third party might make of the 
information. 
Figures mentioned refer to previous years. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Any reference to a ranking, a rating or an award provides no guarantee for future performance and is not constant 
over time. Reference to a ranking and/or an award does not indicate the future performance of the UCITS/AIF or the fund manager. 
Under Ostrum Asset Management’s social responsibility policy, and in accordance with the treaties signed by the French government, the funds directly managed by Ostrum Asset Management do not invest 
in any company that manufactures, sells or stocks anti-personnel mines and cluster bombs. 
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GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. 
In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland or its representative office in Zurich, 
Schweizergasse 6, 8001 Zürich.  
In the U.K.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (register no. 190258).  This material is intended to be communicated 
to and/or directed at persons (1) in the United Kingdom, and should not to be regarded as an offer to buy or sell, or the solicitation of any offer to buy or sell securities in any other jurisdiction than the United 
Kingdom; and (2) who are authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA 2000); or are high net worth businesses with called up share capital or net assets of at least £5 million or in the 
case of a trust assets of at least £10 million; or any other person to whom the material may otherwise lawfully be distributed in accordance with the FSMA 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 or the FSMA 
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In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by the DFSA. Related financial products or services are only available 
to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. 
No other Person should act upon this material.  Registered office: Office 603 - Level 6, Currency House Tower 2, PO Box 118257, DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.  
In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd., Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau (kinsho) No. 425. Content of Business: The Company conducts 
discretionary asset management business and investment advisory and agency business as a Financial Instruments Business Operator. Registered address: 1-4-5, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo.  
In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial Supervisory Commission of 
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